A hybrid particle code has been used to examine the interaction of the solar wind with Mars during solar minimum. The results were surprising as they produced ion loss rates from Mars far in excess of what is estimated from MEX. The results are analyzed and found to be consistent with the competition between photochemical rates and advection of the ionosphere. The simulations showed significant erosion of the ionosphere at altitudes between 200 km and 250 km altitudes. Addition of the crustal magnetic fields reduced the erosion and reduced the ion loss rates to a level consistent with the data.
Introduction
The loss of Mars' atmosphere has been a topic of considerable research and conjecture. A variety of research groups are attempting to accurately estimate the loss rate using numerical techniques. Many others are examining data coming from the latest spacecraft to Mars, Mars Express (MEX). In this paper the results of our latest and improved hybrid simulations will be presented. The focus of this paper is the change of estimated loss rates as a function of a variety of parameters as well as changes in the numerical models/resolution being applied to the simulations of Mars.
Mars is one of the unique bodies on the solar system. It is small planet with a relatively mild temperature (as compared to the outer planets or Venus and Mercury), and it has water on its surface (Di Achille and Hynek, 2010) . Because it has some water now and apparently had much more water in earlier epochs, it is a prime location to hunt for life we might recognize. Mars also offers an opportunity to study and understand many aspects of planetary atmospheres. Its small size means that the bow shock of Mars does not effectively thermalize the solar wind plasma in the subsolar region. There is limited space between the shock and the ionosphere relative to the collisional mean free path and the ion gyroradii of the incoming protons. In addition there is a limited amount of time for the electromagnetic thermalization process to occur (Brecht and Ferrante, 1991) . Finally, its small size means that Mars has an extensive exosphere, relatively larger than any other planet (Kim et al., 1998) .
The solar wind interaction with a planet unprotected by an extensive intrinsic field has been the subject of considerable study. The research has come in two forms; missions to the planets Mars and Venus, and numerical simulations. The number of papers from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter num-bers in the thousands. The number of papers from missions to Mars is rapidly approaching a similar magnitude if not larger. One of the features seen in the data from these missions to Mars and Venus is that the solar wind interacts directly with the atmosphere/ionosphere/exosphere of these planets. This interaction is found to result in the loss of ions from these two planets. The current understanding of the solar wind interaction with Mars has been reviewed by Mazelle et al. (2004) and Nagy et al. (2004) .
Major research questions revolve around the issues of the amount of water on Mars in the past and where it may have gone. There are a variety of theories on this topic. One of the more interesting and complete papers concerning this topic is by Lammer et al. (2003) . In this paper the authors discuss the various mechanisms for water loss and the issue of water being tied up in the soil. The pick up of oxygen ions via the solar wind interaction with the Martian ionosphere/exosphere is proposed to be one of the major loss mechanisms (cf., Lammer and Bauer, 1991; Lundin et al., 1991 Lundin et al., , 2006 Lammer et al., 1996) . Fox (1997) produced an estimate of what it would take to achieve the 2:1 ratio of hydrogen to oxygen for water loss. In her estimate the rate needed to be roughly 1 × 10 26 oxygen atoms per second or 1.2 × 10 8 cm −2 s −1 . It is worth noting that a loss rate of 10 26 oxygen ions per second would remove a meter of water from the entire surface of Mars in 1.72 Gy. Data from Phobos-2, which orbited Mars during the solar maximum period, indicates a loss rate of 3 × 10 25 ions s −1 (Lundin et al., 1989 (Lundin et al., , 1990 .
Over the past two decades a series of spacecraft have been sent to Mars. Phobos-2 was the first to measure loss rates for heavy ions (O + and O 2 + being the major constituents). These measurements occurred during solar maximum and found loss rates above 10 25 particles per second (Lundin et al., 1989 (Lundin et al., , 1990 Verigin et al., 1991) . Later the Mars Global Surveyor arrived and made a major discovery: the presence of strong crustal magnetic fields on Mars (Acuña et al., 1998) . Finally, the Mars Express mis-sion arrived during solar minimum and began making measurements of plasma environment around Mars and found loss rates for O + ranging from 10 23 particles/s (Barabash et al., 2007) to >10 24 particles/s (Lundin et al., 2008) . Typically the estimates from the spacecraft found O + loss rates slightly higher than the O 2 + loss rates. Lundin et al. (2009) suggest that the cold ion loss rates do not support the 2:1 ratio of H + to O + needed to explain water loss however this argument does not include the traditional thermal loss of neutral H from the atmosphere. Estimates by Fox (2009) predict that the O 2 + loss rates should dominate the O + loss rates. As will be discussed later, accurate loss rate estimates from spacecraft data are difficult to make because of the complex geometry of the loss regions on Mars coupled with the fact that the removed O 2 + is not found in the same locations as the O + . While there is overlap in the respective ion loss regions, O 2 + ions are found upstream of the planet and the bow shock as well as being more structured in the "north pole" region. In this paper we define the term "north pole" as the direction of the convection electric field perpendicular to the solar wind flow and the plane containing the IMF often in the +z direction in Mars-Sun coordinates.
The research to be reported in this paper will focus on the solar minimum situation. Specifically, the paper will examine the various aspects of the Martian interaction with the solar wind during the minimum period of solar activity and provide some insight into how various aspects of the interaction occurs. The main measure of merit will be the total oxygen ion loss rates. The paper will also examine the effects of improving the chemistry models and the importance of "getting the chemistry right". The simulations are part of earlier research and our participation the code comparison meetings convened in 2009 at the International Space Science Institute, ISSI, in Bern Switzerland Nilsson et al., 2010) . The "ISSI" meeting led to a challenge to perform a series of simulations with very detailed input conditions for comparison between the various simulation groups. For ease of comparison all of the test simulations were performed without the presence of the crustal magnetic field.
In the next section a discussion of the numerical model used and how it compares to other models will be presented. A discussion of the solar minimum results will follow. The last two sections will present a discussion of the results and then conclusions.
Numerical Approach
It has been found by researchers examining data, as well as, those performing simulations that the interaction of the solar wind with Mars leads to a very asymmetric interaction region and rapid variations in measured quantities. These characteristics mean that by the very nature of spacecraft data collection there are large spatial and temporal holes in the planetary coverage. Nevertheless, the data from spacecraft such as Phobos-2, Mars Global Surveyor, and Mars Express, (MEX), provide a wealth of information. However, the only way to fully understand the nonlinear and complex interactions suspected to occur within the ionosphere and atmosphere of Mars is via simulation coupled to comparisons to spacecraft data.
To estimate the global loss of oxygen from Mars scientists have employed two distinct numerical approaches to make these estimates. One is the MHD formalism (cf., Liu et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2002 Ma et al., , 2004 Ma and Nagy, 2007; Harnett and Winglee, 2006) and the second is the kinetic formalism, specifically the hybrid particle code (cf., Brecht, 1990; Brecht and Ferrante, 1991; Kallio and Janhunen, 2002; Bößwetter et al., 2004; Modolo et al., 2005; Chanteur et al., 2009) . In addition to these two fundamental approaches an ion tracking or Monte Carlo approach using MHD electromagnetic fields has also been tried (cf., Cravens et al., 2002; Fang et al., 2010 a, b) . The ion tracking approach is an attempt to capture some of the kinetic behavior not found in the MHD code but has the disadvantage that the particle motion and fields are not self-consistent unless only the high energy plasma and not the bulk plasma is considered. A detailed discussion of the equations and assumptions contained within these approaches can be found in Ledvina et al. (2008) .
The preferable numerical tool is a well resolved kinetic particle code where at least the ions are treated kinetically, such a code is a hybrid particle code. The hybrid model treats all ion species (the model can carry as many as one wishes) as kinetic particles. The ions are advanced in velocity with a simple Lorentz force equation. The electrons are treated as a massless neutralizing fluid. The electromagnetic fields are calculated self-consistently with the ion motion. Electromagnetic waves up to and including a portion of the whistler wave spectrum are carried in the code. Shock formation is included in the physics of this code and thus needs no assumptions or numerical techniques to capture the shock. The basic equations of the hybrid model are well known and need not be repeated here. See Harned (1982) , Brecht and Thomas (1988) , and Ledvina (2006, 2010) for a more complete discussion. The research reported in this paper employed hybrid particle simulations using the HALFSHEL code. The HALFSHEL code has been used in simulations of unmagnetized bodies for many years (cf., Brecht, 1990 Brecht, , 1997a Brecht and Ferrante, 1991; Brecht et al., 1993 Brecht et al., , 2000 Ledvina et al., 2004; Ledvina, 2006, 2010) .
Mars is difficult to simulate because there are three (3) parts to the simulation problem.
• The electromagnetic environment and kinetic phenomena such as: ion gyromotion and subsequent nonisotropic pressure tensors • The ionospheric chemistry • Collisional phenomena within the lower portion of the ionosphere with the neutral atmosphere.
One must accurately simulate electromagnetic environment (solar wind plasma, solar wind IMF, electromagnetic waves and the crustal fields of Mars) and the plasma behavior which can have gyro-rotational behavior on a scale larger than the Mars. Because the solar wind interacts directly with the atmosphere/ionosphere, one must accurately create/simulate the atmosphere/ionosphere and this requires a chemistry package that can react to the rather rapid loss of the ions into the solar wind. A constant production rate has been found to be inadequate. Worse there is a nominal scale size to a hybrid code and it is larger than the atmospheric scales which are roughly 20 km in altitude. Finally one must simulate the neutral part of the interaction. This includes ion-neutral drag, the Hall and Pedersen conductivities in the ionosphere and gravity. Several of these parts are difficult to include within a particle code. The HALFSHEL hybrid particle code has been continually upgraded and improved Ledvina, 2006, 2010) . These upgrades included new chemistry, collision, and ionospheric conduction models. The results to be reported in this paper include yet another upgrade to accurately simulate the electromagnetic and kinetic part, the chemistry part, and the neutral part of this problem. The code has now been adapted to resolve chemistry and collisional processes on radial scale sizes of 10 km while still handling the much larger plasma scales. This is the first hybrid code to accurately solve the chemistry on a particle by particle basis. It allows a ionospheric response to rapid losses via the solar wind pickup and makes the multiple species aspect of the simulations straight forward. Further, it has been modified to include the crustal fields. In the next paragraphs a description of the various physics and chemistry packages within the present HALFSHEL code will be presented.
Collisions
There are two general aspects of the HALFSHEL simulation code that involve collisions. The first is the ion-neutral drag created when ions collide with the neutral atmosphere. In this code the neutral atmosphere is assumed to be static. Depending on the information provided, (see the ISSI paper by Brain et al., 2010) , the neutral atmosphere is represented by a one dimensional radial profile for O, and CO 2 or it can have two or three dimensional behaviors. The neutral models are based on the results of the Mars Thermaspheric General Circulation Model (Bougher et al., 1988) . A hot O corona based on Chaufrey et al. (2007) may also be included. For the purpose of the research discussed here, the neutral profile only has a radial behavior (1-D). This form of the neutral profiles was used by all of the researchers in the ISSI comparison.
The HALFSHEL code treats the ion drag by individually colliding the H + , O + , O 2 + particles with CO 2 and O using their respective collision cross-sections. Currently, heating of the particles, thermalization (randomization) of their trajectories, is not included. The interaction is simply an energy loss from the particles being tracked. The neutral profiles are untouched as mentioned earlier, thus the energy transfer to the neutrals is not included in the simulations.
The second place where collisions enter into the HALF-SHEL simulations is via the ionospheric conductivities. Since the simulations now extend down to below the exobase of Mars, collisions also affect the conductivities and thus the electric fields. Hence, the simulations dating back to before 2006 have included these conductivities. The presence of the Hall and Pedersen conductivities was important in earlier simulations Ledvina, 2006, 2010) but will be more important when the crustal fields are included in the simulations. The generalized electric field including the Hall and Pedersen terms comes from a text by Mitchner and Kruger (1973) . In the limit that the collision frequencies go to zero, this equation returns to the normal electric field equation found in a hybrid particle code (Brecht and Thomas, 1988) .
Chemistry
To produce and maintain the ionosphere the research reported in Ledvina (2006, 2010) used the same set of ionospheric chemistry equations reported by (Liu et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2002 Ma et al., , 2004 . During and after the first conference at ISSI, the set of chemistry equations were expanded to those found in Table 1 . The rate coefficients are those for the solar minimum.
Given the small scale height of the atmosphere of Mars especially in the ion pickup region (roughly 250 km altitude), we had concerns about the accuracy of the solutions of the chemistry equations. Testing of numerical solutions to the chemistry equations indicated that a resolution of 10 km in the radial direction was required for convergence using the typical neutral profiles on Mars. In addition the time step for the chemical equation solutions were found to converge with a time step of t = 0.3 seconds or less. The plasma portion of the code has a time step of approximately 20 times smaller than the chemical time step. Further, the collisional processes needed to be resolved so that the collision frequencies times the time step are less than 1.
A fully spherical simulation seemed appropriate, however, the divergence of the resolution in angle, as one moved away from the planet, caused problems in accurately tracking electromagnetic waves. Thus it was decided to use a Fig. 1 . This is a schematic of the Cartesian grid upon which the electromagnetic fields are solved and the "spherical" grid where the chemistry and collisions are applied to existing particles and those being created. The "spherical" grid has been expanded so that one can see some of the details. The radius of the "spherical" grid ranges between 150 km and 600 km to 1000 km. different tactic. The electromagnetic part of the code would be Cartesian thus the resolution did not change no matter where waves or electromagnetic structures were formed. A set of "spherical" grids were added to the simulation to resolve the neutral density profiles at much higher accuracy for a better solution of the chemistry equations shown in Table 1 and to calculate a variety of collisional plasma behaviors. The term "spherical" is used in this paper, but the grid is not a true spherical grid as it does not have the same metric as a true spherical grid: Here the metric is r 2 drdθdϕ. This makes loading particles and weighting them much easier as each cell at a given radius is the same size. This approach works because there are no differential operators applied using this grid. The solution of the field equations is performed on the Cartesian grid with the particles being allocated to either grid as necessary. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the new hybrid code. The spherical grid has a typical radial resolution of 10 km and about 1.9
• angular resolution. It generally covers a range from about 150 km altitude to between 600 km and 1000 km in altitude. The range changes depending what neutral profile is being used and the chemical species being produced.
The chemistry is performed on the particles within the spherical grid. New particles are created if the production rate exceeds the loss rates within each spherical cell. Previously existing particles have their density decreased as recombination occurs. These spherical grids (there are several for each ionospheric species) also are used to calculate the ion-neutral drag and to apply the gravity terms as well. What makes this particularly effective is that particle locations can be easily found on either grid. Therefore, ionospheric particles that are picked up will naturally transition out of the region of chemistry and collisions into the region of pure collisionless electromagnetic interactions. Meanwhile, particles still at lower altitudes feel the electromagnetic fields from the Cartesian grid as well as the collisional forces.
The inclusion of the spherical grids into HALFSHEL was a complicated and major step in the evolution toward more accurate simulations of the solar wind interaction with Mars' ionosphere. As mentioned earlier, the chemistry code was tested externally to make sure that spatial and temporal convergence is achieved. This testing led to new insights concerning the simulations and how we were performing them. In earlier work, the ionosphere had been loaded as a profile and replenished at a specific rate in order to achieve a full ionospheric profile in a certain time. However, it was discovered that we needed to run the simulations much longer. Instead of 20,000 time steps we needed to use 50,000 or more. Although the loss rates are collected by a virtual box at 2R m it still takes between 1,000 to 2,000 seconds for the loss rates to reach a steady state. With the crustal fields in the simulations the time to reach equilibrium often exceeds 2,000 seconds, ∼100,000 time steps. If the simulations were run until the particles leaving the whole computational grid reached steady state considerably longer runs would be necessary. In the work published in 2010 Brecht and Ledvina (2010) resolved the chemistry on the Cartesian grid. Because the code was using cell sizes of 300 km, it was found that the chemistry did not properly converge. With the new capability, the chemistry portion of the code converged properly. And at this point some surprises were found.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the issue. These figures show the net production rates (production-loss) for O + as a function of altitude and time with no advection present. Note, in the solar minimum case, Fig. 2 , the chemistry at 200 km takes over 400 seconds to come into photochemical equilibrium (net flux = 0). At 250 km altitude (generally above the exobase) it requires ∼5,000 seconds while altitudes above Fig. 2 . The net production rates for O + at various altitudes during solar minimum conditions. Fig. 3 . The net production rates for O + at various altitudes during solar maximum conditions. 300 km requires much longer (>50,000 seconds) to converge. At solar maximum the time scales drop due to increased neutral density at these altitudes and the increase in solar EUV flux. This led to a quandary. How to perform the simulations? It was clear that if there was any sort of advection of the ionosphere before it was constructed the simulation would never reach appropriate ionospheric densities during the simulation. This would mean a generally lower prediction for the ion loss from Mars. The solution was to integrate the chemistry before the advection of plasma and electromagnetic fields began. The chemistry was integrated out 10,000-20,000 seconds, depending on the specific situation, until the ionosphere reached photochemical equilibrium at least up to the exobase. The results can be seen in a comparison of our chemistry to the Viking data, Fig. 4 . Here one sees good agreement with the data up to a given altitude where it appears that the Martian oxygen ions are being advected to the location of the Viking landing. In summary, the chemistry package has been tested numerically for temporal and spatial convergence. This information was then used in the HALFSHEL code to provide an accurate ionosphere. The chemistry was also tested against the Viking data and found to match well, if the chemistry was properly converged. The addition of the "spherical" grids to allow higher resolution chemistry coupled with the new strategy for starting the simulation has led to some new insights into the solar wind interaction with Mars.
Results
There are many questions and uncertainties that a research program addressing Mars could address. Further, the simulations have now become very complex with enormous amounts of data being produced. To focus this paper it is worth addressing some of the data and our past discoveries from previous Mars simulations.
Our previous simulations of Mars with the hybrid code Ledvina, 2006, 2010) led to a variety of findings. The first was that the loss of particles did not mimic MHD code results (cf., Ma et al., 2002 Ma et al., , 2004 Ma and Nagy, 2007) . The convection electric field tends to accelerate ions in the "north" pole which is defined as the pole for which the convection electric field points away from the planet. In addition to this it was found that the shock produced a very non-isotropic pressure tensor . It has also been found that loss rates are sensitive to the neutral profiles used even if the EUV flux is held constant. It has been repeatedly found that the loss rates do vary with the EUV flux and this variation seems to be consistent with the data from spacecraft. One sees that the pickup rates do not change linearly with increased EUV frequency .
Another feature found in the simulations and reported in Brecht and Ledvina (2010) is the restricted region of the energetic ionospheric ions, as they escape. The energetic particles come from the "north pole" which is defined as the direction of the solar wind convection electric field. The particles can reach energies of greater than 10 keV. The energetic particles coming from the "north pole" are very consistent with measurements reported by Préz-de-Tejada et al. (2009) . The loss region in the pole is very narrow in the dimension perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. Of interest is the lower energy ∼10 eV O + seen to be com- ing from the "southern" hemisphere. In fact more particles are being lost from the "southern" hemisphere than the "northern" hemisphere. This is unexpected as the convection electric field is nominally pointed into the planet on the "southern" hemisphere. However, in the "southern" hemisphere one finds a large region were there is at least some component of the electric field parallel to the local magnetic field which is essentially aligned along the flow axis in the tail region. The existence of the parallel fields explains how the O + is escaping in the "southern" hemisphere. It also explains some of the observations. The presence of the parallel electric fields was reported in Brecht and Ledvina (2010) .
The "ISSI Challenge" called for three specific simulations to be performed. Neutral profiles were provided for both solar maximum and solar minimum. The IMF was 3 nT with a 56
• degree Parker spiral. The solar wind density was 2.7 protons/cm 3 with a velocity of 485 km/s. The Cartesian cell resolution was 150 km in each direction, so as to allow comparisons with other hybrid simulations. The chemistry/collision grid had a resolution of 10 km radially, and 1.9
• in latitude and longitude. The total ion loss rate is a marker for what is going on within Mar's ionosphere. The loss rate has been examined for the ISSI solar minimum test cases; the solar minimum case without a hot oxygen corona and the solar minimum case where there is a hot oxygen corona. The ISSI solar maximum test case with the hot oxygen corona is also reported here. An additional simulation was performed for the solar minimum case with the Martian crustal magnetic fields included. The focus of this paper is the change in ionospheric loss rate as a function of these four simulations, Table 2 .
The results for the solar minimum and solar minimum with hot oxygen corona were essentially the same. Although, it was shown in Brecht and Ledvina (2010) that the corona made a modification in the shock location due to the slight change in the solar wind Alfvén speed, there were found no significant difference in the global loss rate. The rates found for these cases are summarized in loss rate with this species now the largest of the ion loss species. This result was a complete surprise. It had been expected that the increased resolution of the chemistry would change the answers previously reported, but it was not expected that the numbers would reach this level. It had been noted by Ma et al. (2004) that the ratio of loss species switched when they went to higher resolution. The present results seem consistent with their findings.
It should be noted that these results are not consistent with the estimates from the data. Nor are they consistent with many of the other simulation groups. Interestingly, the loss rates for the solar maximum case with the hot oxygen corona were found to be 9.3 × 10 24 particles/s for the O + and 6. × 10 25 particles/s for the O 2 + . The O + loss rate is somewhat low as compared to that reported by Lundin et al. (1989 Lundin et al. ( , 1990 but the O 2 + loss rate seems consistent. The solar maximum rates are lower than those found for the solar minimum case and a bit lower than estimates from the data, yet the solar minimum is much higher than the estimates.
Finally, it was thought that perhaps the presence of the Martian crustal magnetic fields might help explain the solar minimum inconsistency with data. So the solar minimum simulation with the hot oxygen corona simulation was run with crustal magnetic fields included in the simulation. In this case, the field model used was by Purucker et al. (2000) . The orientation of the crustal magnetic fields is shown in Fig. 5 . We have plotted the crustal field at an altitude of 200 km with the (0, 0) coordinates at the subsolar point. The magnitude of B is plotted at the resolution of the fine grid (1.9
• or 112 km resolution in the angular dimensions). The plot is smeared out because we are filling each square with the interpolated field. Examination of figures 2 and 3 in Acuña et al. (1999) reveals that the resolution is very consistent with the data from which Purucker and others (cf. Cain et al., 2003) have created the crustal magnetic field models. The fields applied to the particles via the Lorentz force are interpolated field from the Cartesian grid (150 km). The features that the particles feel reflects more structure than is shown in Fig. 5 . However, the general level of accuracy is reflected in the plot and this accuracy is consistent with the data as presented by Acuña et al. (1999) .
The results of the simulation with the crustal magnetic The results can be summarized as follows: the higher resolution chemistry simulations produce very different results than previously reported. The solar minimum results do not change with the addition of the hot oxygen corona. The solar minimum results are much higher than estimates from the data. Further, moving to the solar maximum situation the loss rates dropped for the O 2 + , but increased by a factor of two for the O + . Finally, inclusion of the crustal magnetic fields reduced the solar minimum loss rates to a value consistent with estimates from the data. The crustal magnetic field affects are always present in the Mars mission data unlike many of the simulations reported to date. The noncrustal fields simulations are more like Venus albeit with a smaller planet, smaller ionosphere, and weaker EUV flux. In the next section, the results will be discussed in light of further analysis of the simulations.
Discussion
The results presented seem to be contradictory. The solar minimum results providing much higher loss rates of molecular oxygen ions than atomic oxygen ions. The solar minimum molecular oxygen ion loss rates are higher than for solar maximum, while the atomic oxygen ion loss rate is lower for solar minimum than solar maximum as expected. Finally, the crustal magnetic fields are found to make a very large change in both species loss rates for the solar minimum case. In the next paragraphs further analysis will be presented to explain what at first seems to be counterintuitive results that are to some degree inconsistent with the data.
One place to begin is to examine the ionosphere. For the purposes of this discussion the altitude of choice is 250 km which is slightly above the exobase of the nominal ionosphere. Figure 6(a, b) show the density of the O + and the O 2 + for the no crustal field solar minimum case. The O + seems to be greatly reduced in the subsolar region where (0, 0) is the subsolar point in latitude and longitude. The O 2 + is almost completely removed. In short, the electric fields are penetrating very deeply into the ionosphere and reaching altitudes where the O 2 + density is very high. Examination of Fig. 7(a, b) shows the impact of the crustal magnetic fields. Note the high levels of the O + in the subsolar region dropping off to the night side. This is much closer to the initial ionospheric load and reflects the expected day-night drop off in density, see Fig. 8(a, b) . The O 2 + , Fig. 7(b) , shows a more uniform density as if it is being moved around but being contained in the ionosphere. There are significant holes in the density as one goes toward the terminator and the night side, but this may due to the statistical slice being taken: a 10 km slice at an instant in time. Enhancements and holes have been reported by a variety of researchers (cf., Nielsen et al., 2007; Gurnett et al., 2010) . Both papers address the MARSIS data sets and found the enhancements were associated with crustal magnetic field cusps. At this point we cannot address this observation other than to point out the structure observed in a snapshot of the simulation. Yet, one can see from Fig. 6(a,  b) and Fig. 7(a, b) that the structure in the ionosphere especially on the night side is only seen with the crustal fields in the model. This strongly suggests that the crustal field are the source of the structure at 250 km and the structure may be smaller size and more intense at lower altitudes. Since the MARSIS data requires 1.2 s to acquire, summing and averaging the simulation results over that length of time would be required for accurate comparisons.
Examining the radial velocity for each of these species provides more insight into what is occurring. Figure 9(a, b) show the radial velocity profile for both species. One sees that there are enhanced radial velocities in the polar regions especially the north pole and that the velocity is greatly enhanced on the night side of the planet. In Fig. 10(a, b) the radial velocity for both species is shown for the crustal magnetic field situation. One sees very low radial velocities with little spatial variation from day to night. This suggests that the pick up region is above 250 km when the crustal magnetic fields are included. This is consistent with the much lower loss rates and the very significant drop in the O 2 + loss rate. In short the crustal fields have globally changed the electric field structure and greatly inhibited the flow of the ionosphere. Specifically, the night side escape at 250 km has been shut off by the presence of the crustal fields on the night side (see Fig. 5 ).
One can further examine the changes of the loss rates from solar minimum to solar maximum by looking at Figs. 2 and 3 and using the maximum net production rates for O + . For the solar minimum situation the maximum net ion production rate of O + is found to be 5.03 particles/(cm 3 s) at 200 km altitude and 0.57 particles/(cm 3 s) at 250 km. One can obtain a flux from the net production rates by multiplying by a depth. In this paper the radial cell size (10 km) is used for the depth because it represents the minimum radial distance resolved with individual particles. Using a depth of 10 6 cm and the net production rates described above, one obtains following flux estimates. At 200 km the net photochemical flux is 5.03 × 10 6 particles/(cm 2 s) and at 250 km altitude the net flux is 5.7 × 10 5 particles/(cm 2 s). A loss rate of 10 26 particles/s is equivalent to a loss flux of 1.2 × 10 8 particles/(cm 2 s) over the whole planet. The O + loss rate of 4 × 10 24 particles/s is equivalent to a loss flux of 4.8 × 10 6 particles/(cm 2 s). Comparing the net photochemical flux at 250 km to the global loss flux one sees that the photochemical flux (5.7 × 10 5 particles/(cm 2 s)) is much less than the removed flux of 4.8 × 10 6 particles/(cm 2 s). The 200 km net photochemical rate (5.03 × 10 6 particles/(cm 2 s)) is large enough, suggesting that somewhere between 200 km and 250 km altitude the net photochemical rate can keep up with the advection and loss. This estimate is consistent with results shown in Fig. 6(a, b) . Further, the loss region is local, as seen in Fig. 6 , not global, therefore the actual local loss rates will exceed the averaged rates used in these estimates.
If one examines the solar maximum situation, Fig. 3 , one obtains a different result. For the solar maximum the net production rates are 46.98 particles/(cm 3 s) at 200 km altitude and 7.03 particles/(cm 3 s) at 250 km. Using 10 km as a depth at 250 km, one obtains 7 × 10 6 particles/(cm 2 s) for the net photochemical flux which is close to supporting a rate loss of approximately 9 × 10 6 particles cm −2 s −1
(equivalent to 8 × 10 24 particles/s, the measured loss rate for the solar maximum case). At 200 km the production rate is 4.7 × 10 7 particles cm −2 s −1 which is larger than the necessary 9 × 10 6 particles cm −2 s −1 needed for the advection loss rates. Thus, it is not surprising that one finds the O 2 + loss rates are lower for the solar maximum situation than for the solar minimum case. The O + chemistry is fast enough to overcome the advection at altitudes of 250 km or greater, thus shielding the O 2 + from the electric fields imposed by the solar wind. Figures 11(a, b) show the photochemical equilibrium profiles for the solar minimum and solar maximum cases. In these figures one can see the slight shift in altitude (230 km to 250 km) where the O + dominates the O 2 + but the density of the O + is greatly enhance at higher altitudes in the solar maximum case providing more shielding of the solar wind electric fields. It can also be seen that with the crustal magnetic fields preventing the erosion at a high rate the pro- duction rate at solar minimum can keep up with or exceed the advection of the ionospheric plasma. Thus, there is a dynamic competition between the net photochemical production rates and the advection loss rates, and for the parameters specified for these simulations the balance point is near 250 km. This discussion has not added the additional complexity of the production rates for O 2 + where one sees the peak rates occurring after about 100 seconds for the 200 km profiles. In both the solar minimum cases the production rate is not large enough/fast enough to build up as quickly as the advection, this is consistent with the hole seen in Fig. 6(b) . At solar maximum the production rate is sufficient for all times at 200 km and 250 km. It is clear though that at solar minimum the production rates of O 2 + seem to be fast enough to make available a large amount of O 2 + for electric field pickup. In summary, the results obtained in these simulations are consistent with the estimates of the chemical production rates. The issue is whether or not there is enough ionospheric plasma produced and maintained to shield the lower altitudes of the ionosphere where the O 2 + densities are very high and exceed the O + .
Conclusions
This paper has examined a variety of topics. These include: numerical issues, specifically the accuracy needed for high fidelity simulations of Mars' ionosphere; the affect of solar cycle variations on the global ion loss rates; the competition between photochemical rates and advection rates; and the impact of the crustal magnetic fields on the loss rates. All of the reported research has been focused on the solar minimum conditions used in the ISSI code comparisons .
It was found that increasing the chemistry resolution from 150/300 km resolution to performing the chemistry with 10 km radial resolution changed dominate loss species from O + to O 2 + during solar minimum. The O + loss rate dropped a factor of two from the published rates in Brecht and Ledvina (2010) while the O 2 + loss rates increased several orders of magnitude to 10 26 particles/s. This increased Fig. 12. An equatorial cut of the proton density from the solar minimum simulation with the crustal magnetic fields in the code. Note the focusing of the density into the magnetic cusps. It should also be noted that the protons loaded initially for the simulation are still trapped via collisions and the crustal field. This is clearly seen on the night side of the planet.
rate of loss for molecular oxygen ions is far above the best estimates from Phobos-2 or MEX. It was also found that hot oxygen corona plays no significant role in the ion loss rates for the solar minimum case which is consistent with the low levels of ionization occurring in this situation. It is not clear if this statement is true for solar maximum situations. Research by Valeille et al. (2009a, b) suggests that the corona might change the simulations of the solar maximum situation. This will be examined in later research.
Comparison of a solar maximum situation with the solar minimum situation revealed a rather nonlinear behavior to the loss rates. The O + loss rate went up by a factor of 2 and the O 2 + loss rate dropped by a factor of 2. This was explained by examining the changes in the net photochemical production rates as a function of altitude. The solar maximum case produces more O + at higher altitudes which in turn shields the O 2 + from the solar wind electric fields, thus strongly reducing the O 2 + pickup. Finally, when the crustal magnetic fields were included in the solar minimum simulations there was a drop of a factor of roughly 20 in the O + loss rates and a drop of about 30 in the O 2 + loss rates. This drop brought the estimated loss rates in line with the estimates from MEX during solar minimum. It was also found that inclusion of the crustal magnetic fields changed the location and shape of the ion loss channels for the O 2 + and O + as well as the total rates themselves.
The addition of the crustal magnetic fields changes the electromagnetic structure surrounding Mars. It is a global change which includes changing the shock shape, the shock location and the subsequent electric and magnetic field structure. Mars is a small planet not significantly larger than the solar wind proton kinetic gyroradius (∼1300 km compared to 1R M , 3395 km). As such, local changes in the electromagnetic structures seem to change the whole structure. The interactions are very complicated due to feed back from the ionosphere into the global structure. So while one might speculate that the effects of the crustal magnetic fields would be local, the size of the planet and the extent of the crustal fields and how they disrupt the current flow around the planet do lead to global changes in the interaction.
Having said this, the results strongly suggests that other orientations of the crustal field with respect to the solar wind and the sun should lead to differing answers perhaps not as large as the change from no crustal field to having a crustal field. The affects of changing orientation remains as yet another issue to be examined in the future.
In summary, the set of simulations reported in this paper, clearly illustrate the competition between the photochemical processes and the advection of the ions away from the subsolar regions. Further, they illustrated the sensitivity of the loss rates to the altitude, magnitude and shape of the ionospheric profiles, which by inference illustrates the importance of the neutral profiles being used in these simulations. The results also suggest that a very counter intuitive behavior of Mars might be in play where the largest loss rates would occur for solar minimum rather than solar maximum, if the crustal fields and perhaps a global magnetic field did not exist for some period of time on Mars. It is worth noting that if the atmosphere is more extensive and of higher density, the photochemical rates go up rapidly and are further enhanced with increased EUV flux. This increase in the photochemical rate suggests that at earlier epochs Mars may not have lost as much atmosphere as one might have guessed due to shielding affects coupled with the change in balance between the photochemical process and advection as a function of altitude. The nonlinearity of results means projections of the sort just mentioned are very difficult to make without rather extensive simulations.
As usual, the results of this research leads to more questions than answers. These include everything from issue of the orientation of the crustal magnetic field to the solar wind, the role of ionospheric heating, and the role of the crustal magnetic field with regard to ionospheric behavior.
From our standpoint what remains to be accomplished is to examine the loss rate as a function of the crustal magnetic field orientation. And to include more accurate 3-D models of the Martian atmosphere. It was determined in Brecht and Ledvina (2006) that changes in the day/night shape of the neutral profile made a significant difference in the loss rates. With these changes our future research will focus on more detailed aspects of the solar wind interaction with Mars. This includes the ionospheric flows and general behavior, comparisons between the solar minimum and solar maximum cases with the crustal magnetic fields, and finally local effects such as the role of plasma focusing by the crustal fields. And example of this is shown in Fig. 12 . This figure shows significant focusing of the incoming protons hence energy deposition into the ionosphere by the protons. Considerably more research is required before one can claim to truly understand the interaction of the solar wind with Mars, because the simulations to date have demonstrated nonlinear and unexpected behavior of Mars as solar wind parameters are changed in conjunction with consistent neutral atmospheric profiles.
